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About five(9)s 

five(9)s is a highly qualified technology provider specialized in client management and process design using 

LANDESK technology. We are one of the largest LANDESK partners in Europe and hold platinum status. 

Based on our longstanding, in-depth LANDESK knowledge, five(9)s develops unique add-on software for 

making LANDESK solutions and infrastructures even more efficient for users from all over the world. We run 

a large team of excellent consultants boasting more than ten years of LANDESK expertise at the highest 

level.      

 

Your LANDESK infrastructure at first sight - five(9)s Dashboard 

The EMPA Dashboard is a web based 

frontend that lets you browse through your 

LANDESK infrastructure data. As the data is 

updated automatically in a defined time 

interval, you can be assured of always seeing 

the latest data.  
 

See what you have 

Display information about your operating 

systems for server and clients, your device 

types and hardware manufacturer to get an 

overview of your managed LANDESK 

environment.  

 

See what is going on 

Monitor your Patch-, OS or Software deployments and e.g. see trendings in your MS Office or WIN 7 rollout.  

 

See what you have to do 

EMPA Dashboard also provides charts about the security status of your 

clients. Based e.g. on “Missing Patches by Severity”, or “Top 10 Detected 

Vulnerabilities“ information, you can quickly decide whether there is a need for 

action to keep you company secure. Information about both client-side and 

server-side operation system usage completes EMPA Dashboard’s features. 

See all the details 

Extend your selected Dashboard charts for a more detailed view. Drill down to chart bars, or slices to get 

even more information about your devices. You want to have a list of all of your managed servers? Simply 

click on the “Server” slice in your “Device Type” chart. You want to work with these machines? Create an 

automatically populated device group in LANDESK Management Suite for these nodes with a single click. 

 

                  

  

 

 

Your LANDESK system’s health status 

The EMPA Dashboard provides information about the health status of your LANDESK environment. Connect 

the EMPA Dashboard with the five(9)s Alerting Services to display the healthiness of all of your LANDESK 

systems like LDMS, LDSD and LDPM.  
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Page / Feature Description 

Dashboard View  

Charts 

Configure up to twelve simultaneously displayed charts to show you all required 
information about your LANDESK infrastructure. Select these charts from categories like 
“Activity”, “Inventory”, “Operating System Deployments”, “Security” and “Software 
Deployments”. 

Chart Drilldown 
Extend your displayed chart to a more detailed view and realize the advantages of chart 
drilldown. E.g. take a look at the pie chart “Device Types”, drill down to the “Server” slice to 
show a list of your managed server.  

Creating Device Groups in LDMS 
Drill down to your chart details to get device lists depending on the charts information and 
create device groups within the LANDESK Management Suite populated with these 
machines with a single click. 

Switch your managed environment 
You have more than one LANDESK Management Suite environment like parallel testing 
and productive core server, or a LANDESK Service Desk installation? Integrate all these 
systems in the five(9)s Dashboard and switch between them if needed. 

Set Layout  

Set Layout 
Choose one of six predefined Dashboard layouts to display 2-12 charts of different sizes at 
one time. 

Select Charts 
Choose up to 12 charts at one time (depends on your layout) out of a pool of 24 charts 
with different information categorized in “Activity”, “Inventory”, “Operating System 
Deployments”, “Security” and “Software Deployments”. 

Health Dashboard  

Health Dashboard View 

Connect your five(9)s Dashboard to the five(9)s Alerting Services to know how healthy 
your LANDESK Management Suite environment is. Display the status of your productive, 
quality, or test environment subdivided in your LANDESK Management Suite, or 
LANDESK Service Desk installations. Drill down on every monitored system to show the 
healthiness of hard drives, services, or essential LANDESK Management Suite functions, 
like policy, or inventory processing. 

Admin  

Manage Systems 
Connect all of your LANDESK installations like LANDESK Management Suite, LANDESK 
Service Desk and LANDESK Patch Manager to the five(9)s Dashboard. 

Manage Roles 
Define several roles for the five(9)s Dashboard to give your IT staff groups dedicated 
access to charts and managed systems. 

 

 


